
End-to-End Di�erentiable Grasp-ing Network
Description
Robotic bin-picking is an important task in robotic manipulation. Most existing learn-ing approaches base their training on simulation environment that poorly capturesreal physics. In addition, such simulation environments are not inherently di�eren-tiable, thus automatic di�erentiation tools can not exploit physical property gradi-ents in order to improve grasping e�ciency. In this project, the student is expectedto explore possibilities to use existing di�erentiable physics engines to build an end-to-end grasping network for bin-picking tasks.We will base our work on a recent paper [3] (see the figure below). They show thecomputation of grasp poses for high-DOF grippers in an unsupervised manner canbe made very e�ciently by di�erentiating through the grasp quality.

Tasks
The tasks in this project will involve:• Literature Review: Getting familiar background of di�erentiable physics en-gines and automatic di�erentiation, e.g. [1, 2].• Implementation: Re-implement a recent state-of-the-art deep di�erentiablegrasping network.• Evaluation: Evaluating the implemented algorithm on the publicly availabledataset provided by the paper [3].• Modification: Modifying the implemented algorithm for a di�erent gripper, i.e.a parallel gripper of a Franka Panda robot.• Improvement: Exploring possibilities for improvement, e.g. changing the net-work architecture and algorithm to capture more complex tasks or integratinganother di�erentiable physics engine [2].Qualifications

• Studies in the field of Computer Science, Cybernetics, Mechanical Engineering,Mechatronics, Mathematics, or comparable.• Experience in Python (knowing PyTorch is a plus)• Strong background in AI, machine learning, or mathematics• Motivation for learning and experimenting on physical systems.References
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